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Outlook
The month ahead
Tight supply and firm phosphates prices will continue to support global sulphur prices.
The next 3-6 months
Limited spot availability from GazpromExport and seasonal
logistical network closures will constrain Russian supply in
the fourth quarter, while North American supply will continue to remain tight.
12 months forward
New capacity, following the commissioning of large oil and
gas projects, will maintain a supply surplus and prevent a
sustained rebound in prices.

China cfr
The low end of the cfr China price range remained
in the low-$70s/t cfr from April to mid-July, but has
since firmed to $90/t cfr. The high end — representing
granular prices — has been increasing since 18 May,
from $90/t cfr to $132/t cfr on 21 September. Prices
have been supported by tight supply, low inventories
and steady demand.
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International pricing series
Charts show high-low range, actual and forecast

$/t

Brazil cfr
The Brazil cfr price dropped slightly on the low end on
17 August to $97-99/t from $98-99/t cfr. The price had
been rising since 8 June, when it stood at $92-94/t cfr.
Fourth-quarter contracts are being targeted at around
the mid-$110s/t, but with no US Gulf supply they are
expected to settle at over $120/t cfr. High Chinese
prices are likely to provide further support.
Outlook: Stable to firm

Middle East fob
The Middle East price is still rising on the back of a
strong Chinese market and reached $110-115/t fob
on 21 September. Tight supply has meant that most
Middle East volumes are committed to contracts, with
bids for recent tenders coming in as high as $119/t fob.
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Black Sea fob
Black Sea prices ticked up slightly on the bottom end to
$60-75/t fob on 27 July, before increasing significantly
on 14 September to $70-82/t fob. Limited supply will
continue throughout the final quarter of 2017 as limited
GazpromExport volumes will be coupled with seasonal
logistical limitations.
Outlook: Stable to firm

Vancouver fob
Vancouver prices have been on an upward trajectory since early May and now stand at $100-109/t fob.
Canadian tightness caused by unplanned shutdowns
is behind much of the recent price rises but the supply
situation has improved. Rising Chinese prices will now
be the main driver of price increases, providing support
through this year and possibly into the start of 2018.
Outlook: Stable to firm
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Outlook summary
Chinese prices continue their rise amid tight supply
GazpromExport 4Q17 availability could be half that
seen in 2Q17 and 3Q17
Canadian supply continues to improve, but not by
enough to dampen prices
Middle East contracts have started to settle at
around $107-110/t fob

The traditional price cycle has been put on pause this quarter
as Chinese prices continued their rise throughout the month.
Furthermore, there is no sign of this slowing down in the
short term. The most important factor is a shortage of global
supply, particularly from Russia. With Chinese port stock
inventories also low, there are no immediate sources of relief
for Chinese buyers. The formation of the TGOR group of sulphur buyers has also changed the market dynamic. Normally,
buyers would largely leave the market during the summer
months, leading to a softening in prices, but the new group
has pursued a policy of making regular sulphur purchases
throughout the year. This has maintained demand in the
third quarter, when it would otherwise have tailed off.
The shortage of sulphur supply comes amid a modest rally in
Chinese phosphate prices, with DAP gaining $17/t fob since
3 August. The phosphate market is expected to remain firm
for another month, and this has encouraged traders to push
sulphur prices higher. Given the Chinese market fundamentals, it is difficult to determine where the price ceiling may lie.
A conservative scenario, which could satisfy both buyers and
sellers, would see prices top out at around $155-160/t cfr. But
with the supply situation unlikely to change significantly this
year, in theory there is little to stop prices rising further.
Russian supply will remain constrained as GazpromExport
is expected to have under half the 900,000t of sulphur it
had available for shipment in the second and third quarters
across the final quarter of this year. The duration of the river
navigation season will determine the exact amount that is
available, but it means that the market enters its period of
seasonal tight supply already limited. GazpromExport does
not expect to have any spot volumes available for the whole
of 2018, so the only source of additional supply in the region
will come from the Kashagan project, expected towards
the end of the year. Winter logistical limitations will restrict
the amount of Kashagan product coming onto the market
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initially, so this is unlikely to offset GazpromExport shortages
until around the second quarter of 2018.
Prices have risen in the Middle East, but not as quickly as
expected given the rapid rises in China. Supply in this region
is also tight, with almost all volumes committed to contracts.
Fourth-quarter negotiations are in their early stages but look
sure to settle higher than in the third quarter because of the
strength in spot prices. Although the September QP tender
was settled in the mid-$110s/t fob, bids were as high as
$119/t fob. If Chinese prices increase to $150/t cfr it is likely
that Middle East prices will climb further to the low/mid$130s/t fob, freight allowing.
Freight rates from the Middle East have risen quickly, with
routes to China and India increasing by around 25-36pc since
early August. Freight rates to north Africa and Brazil have
increased by around 10-12pc over the same period. Freight
rates from Qatar have gone up particularly quickly. The rises
come as the seasonal grain harvest and coal shipments place
additional demand on the bulk vessel fleet, driving up prices.
The increase in freight rates will prevent fob prices rising at
the same rate as cfr prices, as buyers will not accept carrying
the additional freight costs as well as the price ideas of sellers at the same time.
The supply situation in Canada has started to ease, with
Syncrude back up to full operating rates, but the market
remains tight. Enbridge’s Pine River plant has delayed a
planned September outage to October and supply from the
unit continues to be minimal. Canadian Natural Resources
is understood to be undertaking maintenance at its Alberta
Horizon facility at time of press. Production should be back
up in late October. All of this means that the tightness will
continue well into the fourth quarter. This, combined with
rising Chinese prices, could mean that Canadian prices rise to
$110-130/t fob by the end of the year.
In the US Gulf, Mosaic expects around 250,000-350,000t
lower phosphate production in September because of Hurricane Irma. Combined with damage to its Bartow warehouse,
the producer said as much as 400,000t of finished phosphate production could be lost. The company declared force
majeure on ammonia suppliers on 18 September, but has not
had to do the same with sulphur producers. With quarterly
consumption of around 1.05mn lt, a two-week shutdown
would remove around 160,000lt of sulphur demand from the
market, based on 2016 consumption.
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Bull

Bear

Global supply remains tight, with no substantial relief
expected until early 2018

End-users have so far resisted further price rises in Brazil
w

Low Chinese port stocks will force end-users into the spot
market

Chinese phosphate production may see curtailment if
input costs remain high

Traders are holding on to cargoes in the expectation of
further price increases

Continued price rises are not viewed as sustainable

On the production side, US Gulf coast refinery utilisation
rates have begun to recover after Hurricane Harvey, increasing from 61pc to 73pc on the week ending 15 September.
Brazilian prices have not reacted as quickly to Chinese rises
as other major markets, staying at $97-99/t since 17 August.
A recent spot tender from Copebras was postponed after the
company received unattractive offers, with the highest reported offer in the high-$110s/t. Yet fourth-quarter contracts
are expected to settle within a $10/t range from the mid$110s/t cfr. If contracts are likely to settle at this level, and
Chinese prices continue to climb, it seems likely that Brazilian
prices will reach $120/t cfr by the end of the year.
Sulphur prices will have to come down at some point, as they
are cutting into already lean margins for phosphate producers. It is unlikely that the phosphate market will be able to
sustain this level of relative pricing in the medium term, but
the shortage of sulphur means that power currently resides
on the sell side. The phosphate price will have to move south
before the buy side can move prices in its favour, and even
then this will probably have to be in conjunction with the sulphur supply side easing. With this unlikely to happen before
the end of the first quarter of 2018, it looks as though the
high price of sulphur will persist for some time.
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Price changes from previous report
China cfr
Chinese prices have continued their bullish run. Granular prices will probably exceed $140/t cfr by the end of
the month and, conservatively, could reach $150/t cfr in
October. The modest climb in phosphate prices, which
may last another month or so, has encouraged traders
to push prices higher. With the market remaining tight
it is conceivable that prices could keep moving up, as
seen in the urea market recently. At some point either
the sulphur price will have to drop, or the phosphate
price will have to rise. The latter is unlikely given the
new capacity coming on line in 2018, meaning that
sulphur prices are likely to remain high in 1Q18 before
softening from the second quarter onwards.

Brazil cfr
Vale 4Q contracts are expected to settle within a $10/t
range from the mid-$110s/t cfr. Copebras withdrew its
tender because of high offers in the high-$110s/t cfr,
which suggests that prices could exceed $120/t cfr in
the coming months. Brazilian prices are likely to stay at
these levels while international prices remain high and
supply from traditional sources remains tight, particularly from the US Gulf.

Middle East fob
With spot bids already in the mid-to-high-$110s/t fob,
and Chinese cfr prices continuing to strengthen, it is
likely that Middle East spot prices will climb past $120/t
fob in October. Tightness in the market will continue
into 2018, with relief only coming from Kashagan supplies at the start of the year, which in turn be will be
hampered by winter logistics.

Black Sea fob
Black Sea granular prices reached the low/mid-$80s/t
fob this month and are likely to hit the mid-$90s/t fob
given the strength of international prices and lack of
Black Sea export volumes. Supply in 4Q will remain
tight as GazpromExport is expected to have less than
half of the sulphur availability that it had for 2Q and 3Q.
The company has said it will have no spot availability
for 2018 and regional logistics will be limited until April,
keeping prices high despite Kashagan coming on line in
full in 1Q18.
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Regional outlook

China
The Chinese cfr price will continue to be dictated by tight
supply. With China the biggest sulphur importer, this cannot
be avoided. Indeed, there is resistance from some major buyers against current price offers of $140/t cfr, but this will not
be the case for long as buying persists along with the tightness. The small rally in the phosphate market is also helping
to support the cfr price, with sellers focusing on this to add
additional support to price rises.
Limited crushed lump product availability is continuing and
will remain the trend for the rest of this year, putting even
more strain on granular product demand. Crushed lump
prices are not too far off the granular cfr price and will climb
in turn from their current bid/offer level in the $120s/t cfr.
Chinese port stocks are continuing to hover around the
1.15mn t mark. In the year to date, the port average has been
1.27mn t, while for the same period last year it was 1.57mn
t. The continuously low port stock level, which has been at
no more than 1.16mn t in September, is not set to increase
in October, especially with the Golden Week holiday from
1 October. This factor also contributes to the strong offer
levels, as along with the tight supply, there is room for more
purchasing in the Chinese market.
India
India’s cfr price has been on an upward slope since late
May and, like the rest of the cfr world, this will not change
as we head to the end of 2017. The next clear indication of
the cfr price is waited on with the award of the Paradeep
Phosphates Limited tender that closed on 18 September.
The 35,000t cargo is wanted for delivery in late October,
and despite there being an expectation that it would not
receive any offers in such a tight market, it received four
from traders. But the minimum price outcome anticipated is
in the mid/high-$130s/t cfr and from there, new business is
expected above $140/t cfr. The potential for larger cargoes
to be priced this high has been in play since cargoes of under
10,000t were sold a month earlier in the mid-$130s/t cfr.
But while India’s cfr price is climbing, its import levels are
declining and this is forecast to continue. A recent example
of this is Fertilizer and Chemicals Travancore (FACT) securing
a five-year supply deal with Indian refiner BPCL for 120,000
t/yr of solid sulphur. FACT consumes 200,000 t/yr of sulphur,
so this new deal covers over half of its demand. FACT bought
200,000t on the spot market last year and 125,000t in 2015.
Clearly, FACT’s demand will diminish going forward. Looking
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Vancouver fob
Regional supply is tight despite Syncrude returning
to full operating rates and Pine River’s planned shutdown being moved to October. The Vancouver fob
price has risen more slowly than other international
prices. But with Chinese prices expected to strengthen further and remain high for the rest of the year,
it is likely that they will pull the Vancouver price into
the $110-130/t fob range, assuming freight to China
remains around $20/t.

Argus Fertilizer Conferences
The gateway to global fertilizer markets

- Europe: 18-20 October, Barcelona
- Latin America (FLA): 22-24 January, São Paulo
- Added Value Fertilizers Europe:
12-14 February, Madrid
- Africa: 28 February - 2 March, Nairobi
- Asia: 11-13 April, Beijing
- East Europe: June
- Added Value Fertilizers US: June, USA

www.argusmedia.com/fertilizer-events
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further ahead, the start-up of new Jamnagar capacity, which
will see around another 500,000 t/yr of sulphur brought
on line by the second half of next year at the latest, will no
doubt see more of India’s sulphur demand being covered
by domestic tonnes. It could even increase exports from the
country, to move it more towards becoming a net exporter
as we approach 2020.
Africa
Spot price guidance in the north African market will most
likely be taken from fourth-quarter contract negotiations.
Price ideas are sparsely reported at present, but well over
$100/t cfr is expected to be settled for cargoes of all origin. For cargoes into Egypt of under 10,000t, purchases in a
range of $110-120/t cfr are likely to be concluded before the
start of October, with offers below this becoming increasingly hard to find. In total, Egyptian buyers report that cargoes
of Mediterranean and FSU origin are becoming difficult to
find to fit in with demand schedules, and as winter approaches FSU availability will be limited further.
In west Africa, Senegal’s ICS/Indorama is not expected to
enter the spot market in the fourth quarter if all contracts are
settled with Middle East producers.
When it comes to the Mediterranean, traders and suppliers
are waiting for prices on a cfr and fob basis to correct themselves and increase to align with other global rises. But of
course, with the nuclear nature of the Mediterranean market,
this adjustment is slow. But in October, a move above $90/t
fob and to $110/t cfr is expected on both the buy and sell
sides. This is especially so as there will be 12,000 t/month
available in the spot market from a recent Tupras tender that
was not anticipated to be made available at a price outside
of the formula price set in July, when the company had its
half-year supply tender.
Europe
What currently hangs in the balance price-wise for Europe
is the fourth-quarter contracts. In these early stages there
is some consensus between the buy and sell sides that a
rollover to small increase is likely to be the outcome. The
increase is being targeted by the supply side to align with
rising global sulphur prices. European quarterly prices have
settled flat or down quarter on quarter since the second
quarter of 2014.
The supply/demand ratio in Europe is currently described as
balanced.
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FSU
Tonnes from Kazakhstan’s Kashagan project are not going
to be on the market until the end of this year, and Russia’s
GazpromExport is forecast to have under 450,000t available
in the fourth quarter to cover all demand avenues. This will
leave Black Sea liquidity thin and relying mainly on Romanian
tonnes and those from TCO operations that are shipped out
of Ukraine.

The quarterly contract negotiations are also now in play. The
buy side price target sits in the mid-$110s/t cfr. But here too
prices are expected to be above $120/t cfr when conclusions are made. Again, limited supply from the FSU because
of winter logistics will narrow availability, and the lack of
US Gulf shipments in the short term will allow suppliers
with tonnes from other destinations to command higher cfr
prices.

Spot prices in the region are therefore largely going to
move on notional movements and influences from the north
African and Brazilian cfr markets. What is certain is that here,
once more, the only way is up.

North America
The Canadian supply situation has improved since last
month, with Syncrude’s Mildred Lake operations now back
on track. But, with Enbridge’s Pine River facility still off line
and heading towards planned maintenance, we are looking
at availability being at less than optimum. This will be further
compounded by Canadian Natural Resources’ Horizon facility in Alberta currently being under maintenance until late
October.

Middle East
Quarterly contracts are already settling between producers
and traders in a range of $107-110/t fob. This $25/t increase
on top end 3Q contract settlements has set the tone for the
rest of the negotiations and settlements.
On the spot side, prices will of course rise as the Middle East
is the only consistent source of supply at present. But with
new project capacity not coming on line this year as originally expected, the biggest example being the Barzan project in
Qatar, no new product is available to ease the demand strain
on the region.
But despite prices inevitably increasing, there is going to be
a limit on how far and how quickly this happens, because of
increasing freight rates. At present, traders are already noting that rates are moving up weekly for vessels to load in the
fourth quarter, with bulk vessel availability limited by grain
and coal charters. In addition to this, the increased freight in
particular for vessels loading in Qatar is keeping fob prices
down. The increasing fob price that is being caused by demand and supply limitations will be hindered slightly by rising freight costs, as cfr buyers are not going to take a double
hit lightly and willingly.
Brazil
Buyers in Brazil are trying to resist the current cfr offer price
level, which has been reported to be at around $120/t cfr.
But with supply from its nearest supply source, the US Gulf,
non-existent because of the effects of Hurricane Harvey, no
easing is expected and buyers are going to have to succumb
to the new norm of $120/t cfr and above for spot cargoes.
The next purchase to do this is likely to come from Copebras,
which recently postponed a tender because of the unattractive offers.
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Vancouver’s fob price is therefore in the same position as all
the others — on the up. The tight supply theme continues
here, but also, the rising China cfr price will aid the fob rise.
In the US, trade from the US Gulf has been at a standstill
since Hurricane Harvey, which hit 16 refineries with a total
estimated sulphur production capacity of over 4.2mn t/yr
to varying degrees. US Gulf fob prices could currently be
classified as unknown as there is no business to report or
even conclude as cargoes are unable to load and therefore
be offered for trade. The expectation is that when business
resumes, fob prices will be north of $95/t and may even end
up in triple digits. US Gulf supply had already been tight this
year, so a price increase would have been inevitable, but possibly not to the heights now expected.

Fertilizer Latino
Americano 2018

22-24 January | São Paulo, Brazil

Join us at Latin America’s
leading fertilizer
event. Register today
and network with 700
delegates!
www.argusmedia.com/fla
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Production maintenance
Maintenance of sulphur producers
Country

Company

Event

Period

Reason

US

Shell-Pemex

Maintenance at Deer
Park refinery

Ongoing

Planned maintenance excluding impact from Hurricane Irma.
Sulphur capacity of 287,000 t/yr

Canada

Enbridge

Maintenance at Pine
River gas processing
plant

Late August to
October

Turnaround will cease all processing from late August/early
September and no significant volumes expected to be produced until October. Sulphur capacity of 122,000 t/yr

Kazakhstan

TengizChevroil

Maintenance of raw gas
injection facility

1-12 October

Sulphur production to be impacted but unlikely to have significant impact on supply. Sulphur capacity of 2.25mn t/yr

Russia

Gazprom

Maintenance at Dobych
Orenburg gas processing plant

Until 20 October

Repairs at one 180,000 t/yr sulphur unit following a crack being
found in the inner trunk of unit’s large chimney. Sulphur capacity of entire plant 1.1mn t/yr

Canada

Canadian Natural
Resources

Maintenance at Horizon
facility

September to late
October

Production to resume late October

Canada

Syncrude

Repairs on 350,000 b/d
Mildred Lake oil sands
facility

Extended to the
autumn

Repairs extended to mid-July following fires in March and early
July, and planned maintenance in autumn 2017. Sulphur capacity of 670,000 t/yr

India

IOC

Maintenance at 160,000
b/d Mathura, 274,000
b/d Koyali and 120,000
b/d Barauni refineries

One month in 2H17

Total shutdown of Mathura refinery, and closure of distillation
units and second processing facilities at Barauni

US

Phillips 66

Completion of fluid cata1H18
lytic cracking units

Completion of FCC units at 250,000 b/d Bayway refinery, New
Jersey, and 347,000 b/d Wood River refinery, Illinois

Kazakhstan

Kashagan

Maintenance at 13bn bl
Kashagan field

Short-term maintenance at the Bolashak plant and D island in
spring 2018. Sulphur capacity of 1.1mn t/yr
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Import and export outlook

China
China imported 6.4mn t of sulphur in January-July 2017,
down from 7.4mn t in the same period in 2016. The 13pc fall
in sulphur imports can be attributed to end-users consistently running at 60-70pc of capacity.
Middle East suppliers provided the biggest volume, at 3.4mn
t, accounting for 54pc of total imports. Roughly 23pc of imports came from east Asian suppliers, with South Korea and
Japan providing 675,000t and 624,000t, respectively. South
Korea and Japan largely supply molten sulphur to China, and
imports from both countries were down by around 10pc on
the year. The fall in east Asian imports is likely to be driven
by refinery shutdowns and the refinery maintenance season in Japan and South Korea, which have tightened overall
molten supply.
Canada and the US supplied 619,000t and 151,000t, respectively, with tonnes from Canada down from 668,000t the
year before. Drops in Canadian tonnes were largely driven
by production disruptions at the large-scale Syncrude and
Pine River facilities, which have significantly impacted sulphur
deliveries from Vancouver.

| 9

Imports of Kazakh product totalled 302,000t, up by 47pc.
Russia tends to be the biggest FSU supplier to Brazilian
buyers, with the majority of product shipped to Vale under
a quarterly contract basis. The tonnes are from GPE and
negotiated via traders. But the lack of GPE product available
across the year because of logistical and production problems has led to a severe reduction in availability. This could
have added to the increase in Kazakh tonnes, as Vale sought
to cover supply losses. Russian imports totalled 218,000t
in the first eight months of this year, down by 13pc on the
prior-year period.
Middle Eastern-origin sulphur is usually supplied under contract to Vale, with the UAE and Kuwait being the key suppliers. Between January and August, the UAE shipped 193,000t
to Brazil, an increase of 68pc on the year. Imports of Kuwaiti
tonnes increased by 64pc to 60,000t, despite Kuwait’s sulphur production capacity reducing this year with the April
closure of the 438,000 t/yr Shuaiba refinery.
North America
According to Vancouver port data, 1.2mn t of dry bulk sulphur was exported out of the port in the first half of the year,
a drop of around 15pc on the year before.

The FSU region supplied around 4pc of total imports, with
Russia and Kazakhstan delivering 134,000t and 62,000t,
respectively. Imports from Russia were down by 67pc, from
402,000t in the previous year. This was largely because Russia’s GazpromExport/Austrofin did not have any sulphur on
offer to the market on spot or contract over the first quarter
of this year, and only had limited supply over the second and
third quarters.

Argus collected data highlights nearer 1.3mn t was exported
out of Vancouver in the same period, reflecting a smaller
drop of around 11pc, from nearly 1.45mn t the previous year.
China received the largest share of Vancouver tonnes in the
year to June, at 461,000t, down by 23pc from 604,000t the
year before. Drops in volumes exported are largely driven by
continued supply disruptions at Canada’s Syncrude and Pine
River facilities.

India
Indian imports totalled just under 524,000t in the first half of
this year, down by 24pc on the year. Indian sulphur consumers are more frequently turning to domestically produced
tonnes as production by domestic refineries increases. For
example, the most recent example is FACT signing a five-year
supply agreement with domestic producer BPCL for 120,000
t/yr, which is over half of FACT’s yearly consumption volume.

US sulphur exports totalled 144,000t in July, down by 29pc
from July 2016. Volumes during the January-July period were
down by 13pc on the year at 1.1mn t. The decline in exports
has been seen across multiple countries. Shipments to Brazil
dropped by 24pc to 354,000t over January-July, while volumes to Morocco declined by 40pc to 174,000t.

Brazil
Brazil imported almost 1.5mn t in the first eight months of
2017, up from 1.3mn t in the same period of 2016. Sulphur
imports have been supported by firm demand from the
phosphate fertilizer market, with domestic production of
MAP rising from 716,000t in the first eight months of 2016 to
778,000t in 2017.
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Exports have fallen despite healthy supply as US sulphur
production was up by 2pc on the year during January-July
2017 at 5.4mn t, according to the US Geological Survey. US
inventories were also stable in July 2017 from July 2016 at
148,000t. Canadian supply was also stable, with rail deliveries
to the US over January-July up by 2pc at 785,000t.
Domestic demand was healthy over the first seven months
of 2017. Sulphur-burning sulphuric acid producers reported
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running high rates in the first half of the year, with a number
of smelter burning plants going through maintenance. Major
phosphate producers Mosaic and PotashCorp both increased
phosphate production year on year in the first half, according
to quarterly reports.
FSU
Russia exported 1.4mn t of sulphur in the first seven months
of 2017, compared with 2.5mn t in the same period of 2016.
Exports have fallen as GPE did not have any product available
for shipment in the first quarter for new spot or contract volumes, and only had 900,000t available to offer in the second
quarter.
Kazakhstan exported 1.2mn t of sulphur in the first seven
months of 2017, an increase of 10pc on the prior-year period.
Morocco lifted 392,000t, up by 90pc on the year. Morocco’s
offtake is strongly linked to OCP’s contract tonnes, which are
supplied on a quarterly basis by traders. A lack of Russian
sulphur from GPE this year could have prompted the increase
in exports to Morocco as buyers sought alternative sources.
Brazil is the second-biggest offtaker, lifting 192,000t, up by
21pc. Vale buys Kazakh-origin product, again largely under
quarterly contract through traders, and would indeed have
been seeking alternative supply to GPE tonnes.

’000t

Summary of trade
Amount

Outlook

6,400

Low stocks to support purchasing in the
short term

524

Rising production by domestic refineries
weighs on import demand

1,480

Rising domestic phosphate production
supports import demand

US (Jan-Jul 17)

1,090

Tight supply to continue following
hurricane Harvey

Canada (JanJul 17)

1,500

Tight supply to continue in 4Q17

Russia (Jan-Jul
17)

1,400

Winter logistical restrictions and the
shutdown of the Volga Don river system
to limit 4Q17 supply

Kazakhstan
(Jan-Jul 17)

1,200

Kashagan to boost exports from the end
of 2017

Imports
China (Jan-Jul
17)

India (1H17)

Brazil (Jan-Aug
17)
Exports

- GTIS

Israel imported 176,000t in the year to July, up by 53pc on
the year. The US imported 151,000t after not lifting any
Kazakh sulphur in the same time frame last year. Kazakh
sulphur has largely been shipped to Tampa for consumption
by Mosaic for its 1mn t/yr sulphur burner.
GPE sulphur supply volume in the fourth quarter is expected
to be greatly reduced from the third quarter, largely because
of winter logistical restrictions and the shutdown of the Volga Don river system, which will close from November-April.
The exact reduction in available product is not yet known.
The company did not have any sulphur to offer the market
for new spot or contract sales in the first quarter because of
production-related issues. In the second and third quarters,
the company had 900,000t available in each quarter to cover
all demand avenues, domestic and overseas.
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Related markets

Ammonium phosphates
East of Suez, the phosphate market is expecting a modest
run-up in prices through October, based on the belief that
India still needs to import around 1mn t of DAP, and with
Pakistan and Bangladesh also needing to cover another
500,000t of product. This is balanced against determined
Chinese supply-side restraint, an imminent domestic season
and the expectation that provincial Chinese governments will
impose additional environmental controls on producers in
order to meet year-end targets, reducing supply in the process. Chinese availability is undoubtedly tight. The fact that
“traditional” producers such as OCP and Pemex have been
approached to fill the void in India is testament to this fact.
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The Brazilian spot price increased slightly on the top end of
the range from $75-80/t cfr on 17 August to its current level
of $75-81/t cfr on 7 September. Activity has been limited in
the region, with many buyers now covered for the current
year. Going forward, market participants expect increased
acid output at Paranapanema after Glencore bought a 5pc
stake in the group in July. There had been a drop in acid
production of around 200,000t at the site this year, because
of reduced smelter operations.
NWE fob prices decreased on the top end from $19-37/t fob
on 3 August to $19-32/t fob. Spot activity remains limited,
with supply tight. Production looks set to be stable into the
fourth quarter, with only Boliden expected to undertake
planned maintenance during the period.

Balanced against this is the implicit understanding that
upside potential in India is modest and will be relatively brief,
because of the limitations put on the market by the MRP, the
subsidy and the GST. Conventional wisdom was that India
would retreat once the market got to the mid/high-$360s/t
cfr level, although some domestic producers could probably
afford to import beyond $370/t cfr thanks to lower domestic
production costs.

The north African cfr spot price increased from $30-50/t
cfr on 17 August to $35-60/t cfr on 21 September. OCP’s
demand for acid has been strong as sulphur prices have risen
sharply. With European supply still tight, the company has
been looking at irregular suppliers. A third sulphur-burned
cargo from Two Lions is expected at Jorf Lasfar by the end of
September, as well as two cargoes from Dahej/Hindalco.

The market will remain firm for these reasons. India is approaching the peak importing period. Chinese producers
still theoretically have the fallback position of commitments
to Bangladesh under the tender from May. Accordingly,
producers have gone long on DAP, cognisant of the fact that,
at some point, Indian subcontinental demand will ease while
Chinese producers will no longer have the domestic market
to absorb production later in the fourth quarter. As such,
timing and being caught long with product has been traders’
primary concern.

The US Gulf spot price increased on the bottom end of the
range to $50-55/t cfr on 21 September, from $45-55/t cfr on
14 September. Hurricane Irma only had a limited impact on
the market, with production recovering almost immediately,
but Hurricane Harvey had a major effect on US Gulf supply,
with refineries in the region still in the restart process. Negotiations for 2018 are still in their early stages, with suppliers
looking for significant increases owing to tightness in the
domestic market, increasing international prices and strong
sulphur prices.

Sulphuric acid
Chilean spot prices dropped to $70-80/t cfr on 21 September
after being at $72-83/t cfr since 17 August. Indications for
the 2018 contract period have begun to emerge following
the TFI conference in Washington. Supply and demand fundamentals are unlikely to change significantly, with demand
from some mines expected to rise because of declining ore
grades. Contract prices are likely to be settled closer to 2016
levels than at current spot prices, as the main causes for spot
strength have been short term in nature. Unplanned shutdowns and strikes in Chile and Peru substantially shortened
supply in the first half of 2017, but with fewer maintenance
events planned in 2018, the buy side maintains that the
regional balance will support lower prices.

On the opposite side, buyers are highlighting that fewer
maintenance events are expected in 2018, and are therefore
pushing for stable pricing.
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South Korea and Japan prices increased on the bottom end
of the range to $20-33/t fob on 21 September, up from $1733/t fob on 17 August. Few producers have spot availability,
with a large maintenance schedule looming in the region.
There are also indications that demand from China may be
easing amid tightening environmental regulations, but it is
not clear how long this trend will continue.
Chinese fob prices increased slightly to $35-42/t fob on 21
September from $32-42/t fob, where they had been since 13
July. Cargoes continue to be sold from the region, includ-
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ing sulphur-burned acid to Morocco, but some Vietnamese
buyers have been unwilling to pay above the high-$40s/t
fob mark. Prices are strong on the domestic market owing to
high sulphur prices, but the reduced DAP production rates
are keeping a cap on further increases.

Natural Gas
US natural gas futures fell sharply towards the end of September after a government report that showed a largerthan-expected storage injection amid expectations that
weather-related demand will fall in October.

Southeast Asian spot prices rose slightly to $50-60/t cfr on
21 September from $47-57/t cfr on 17 August. There has
been spot activity in the region as buyers look to close out
their positions for the year and Vietnamese fertilizer production continues to ramp up because of a new anti-dumping
duty that looks to restrict DAP imports. Activity has been
subdued somewhat since prices started to enter the high$50s/t cfr.

The US market is moving through its fall shoulder season,
when weather-related gas demand usually goes slack and
injections into gas storage pick up. Prices have still garnered
some support from near-term forecasts for unseasonably hot
weather across the eastern US.

Indian spot cfr prices increased slightly to their current level
of $60-70/t cfr on 24 August from $57-63/t cfr on 17 August. The issue at PPL’s sulphur burner looks to have been
resolved, as the company has issued a tender for 35,000t of
sulphur to arrive in Paradeep for late October.
Sulphur, sulphuric acid and DAP price comparison $/t
600

DAP Tampa fob

Sulphur Middle East fob
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Above-normal temperatures should support cooling demand
across that region through late September, but temperatures
should retreat to near-normal levels in October, curbing demand for gas-fired power, according to the private forecaster
Commodity Weather Group.
Recent government data also show that supplies are rising
following a rebound in gas prices during the past year and
the subsequent ramp-up in drilling. US marketed gas production climbed to 78.3 Bcf/d in June, up by 2pc from a year
earlier, the EIA said.
In the European market, TTF prompt and near-curve prices
continued their climb in September, supported by weaker UK
Interconnector exports to the continent and cooler weather
in the second half of the month. Slower injections in the
Netherlands and Germany last month have left inventories
well below capacity, boosting injection demand in October,
while gas remaining competitive with coal could bolster
power sector gas demand.
Crude
Global demand growth is forecast at 1.64mn b/d in 2017,
rising to 1.83mn b/d in 2018 before slowing to 1.53mn b/d
in 2019. Argus has revised up global demand growth by
245,000 b/d and 110,000 b/d for 2018 and 2019, driven by
adjustments in Asia-Pacific and Europe. For LPG and ethane,
demand growth is forecast to average 360,000 b/d in 201719, peaking in 2018 at a year-on-year increment of 430,000
b/d, as a result of petrochemical capacity additions using
natural gas liquids as feedstock.
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New capacity
New capacity 2017-18
Company

Project

Location

Date
expected

± Capacity
Notes
‘000 t/yr
Restart of existing 13bn bl Kashagan field. Trial crude
production started at the end of September 2016 and
1,100
commercial production began in November 2016. Sulphur expected to enter the market at the end of 2017

Agip KCO

Kashagan

Kazakhstan

2017

Petrobas

Premium Refinery

Brazil

2017

350 Oil sands project

Canadian Natural
Resources

Horizon

Alberta, Canada

2017

280

Expansion of oil sands operations by 280,000 t/yr
between 2015 and 2020 to 572,000 t/yr. Phase 2B
completed 4Q16 and phase 3, including introduction
of sulphur recovery, expected in 4Q17

KPI (31.5pc)/Idemitsu
(31.5pc)/PetroVietnam/
Mitsui Chemicals

Nghi Son Refinery

Vietnam

2017

Plant to import and process Kuwaiti crude to produce
gasoline and diesel for the domestic market. Complex
262 to include a 105,000 b/d hydrodesulphurisation unit,
an 80,000 b/d fluid catalytic cracker and a 40,000 b/d
reforming unit. Expected at the end of 2017

NorthWest Upgrading

Alberta Upgrader

Edmonton,
Canada

2017

120 Oil sands project. Phase one of three

Saudi Aramco

Jazan

Jazan, Saudi
Arabia

2018

475 Delayed by two years from original start date

CGUP

CGUP

Wafra, Kuwait

2018

292 2 x 400 t/d capacity

Rasgas

Barzan

Qatar

2018

250

Chevron

Chevron

Wafra, Kuwait

2018

159 2 x 218 t/d capacity

MIDOR

MIDOR

Alexandria,
Egypt

2018

150 410 t/d capacity

TUPRAS

Aliaga-Izmir
Refinery

Turkey

2018

130

Iran

2018

National Iranian Oil
Persian Gulf Star
Refinery and Distribution
Refinery
Company (40pc)

Joint venture between Qatargas and ExxonMobill.
Start-up delayed to 2018

New refinery, also referred to as Star refinery project.
Expected 2Q18

Delayed from 2016 because of a lack of financing and
47 sanctions. Phase 1 expected to be completed March
2018

*key capacity additions
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